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Shannon's mutual information for discrete random variables has been general- 
ized to random ensembles by R. L. Dobrushin, M. S. Pinsker, and others. 
Dobrushin also proposed a rather indirect and not very intuitive definition of 
conditional mutual information which has the additional shortcoming of 
requiring the existence of certain regular conditional probability measures. In 
this note we propose a new definition of conditional mutual information for 
arbitrary ensembles which is simple, intuitive, and completely general. We show 
that our definition and Dobrushin's both result in the same quantity when the 
latter is defined. We also derive several important properties of conditional 
mutual information. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Shannon's mutual information for discrete random variables was generalized 
to arbitrary (abstract) ensembles by Dobrushin (1959) and others. This work is 
also reported in Pinsker (1964). Dobrushin also gave a general definition of 
conditional mutual information, which is rather indirect and nonintuitive. 
Furthermore, as Feinstein pointed out in the "Translator's Remarks" in 
Pinsker's book (p. 55), Dobrushin's definition has the additional shortcoming of 
requiring the existence of certain regular conditional probability measures. 
In this note we propose a new definition of conditional mutual information 
for arbitrary random objects. The new definition (given in Sect. 2, Eq. (2.6)) is 
simple, intuitive, and completely general. In Sect. 3 we establish a number of 
important properties of conditional mutual information. Among these is a 
generalization of the data-processing theorem (Theorem 3.4) which is useful in 
certain multiple-user Shannon theory problems (in particular see Wyner, 1977). 
In Appendix A we show that our definition and Dobrushin's both result in the 
same quality in those cases in which the latter is defined. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin with some definitions. Let (~2, O, P) be a probability space, and 
let ~ C 6g be a sub-a-field. Then for A ~ O, let P(A I ~)  denote the conditional 
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probability of ~/given ~. Of course, P(A ] ~) is a ~-measurable function on £2. 
Let X: D -+ ~, Y: £2 --~ ~, Z: £2 -+ ~e be measurable mappings of g2 to the 
measurable spaces (5~, ~x), (~/, ~r),  and (~o, ~z), respectively. Let 6g x = 
X-~(~x), ~r  = Y-~(~r), ~z -~ Z-a(~z) be the sub-a-algebras (of 0/) induced 
by X, I7, and Z, respectively. We say that X, Y, Z is a chain if X and Z are 
conditionally independent given Y. In other words for all S t ~ 6gx, S~ ~ ~z, 
P(S, n Sa 1 ~r) -~ P(S~ I d r ) "  P(Sa l 6gr), a.s. (2.1) 
Next, let 
~x = (&}~2, c_ ezx, 
be finite partitions of £2. Corresponding to~x,  ~r  , ~z ,  we define the following 
step function approximations to X, Y, Z: 
.3~(w) ~ i ,  for oJ~Ai, 1 ~ i~N1,  
2(,o) = j, for ~ e B~, I ~< j ~< N~, 
2(..) =k, fo rweC k, 1 ~k~<N~.  
The mutual information between X and Y is 
, P(AiB~) I(X; Y) ~= sup ~ P(AiB~) log 
P(Ai) P(Bj) ~x,°Jy i,j 
, P (2  = i, ~ = j )  
= sup ~ p(2  = i, ~ = j) ,Oh p(2  = i) e ( f  L-~j) (2.2) 
= sup •(2; ~'), 
where 1(2; ~) is the ordinary discrete mutual information between 3~ and I7-, 
all logarithms are taken to the base 2, and 0 log 0 is taken as 0. The mutual 
information between Z and the pair (X, Y), denoted I(X, Y; Z), is defined 
analogously with the pair (X, Y) taken as a single mapping. It is well known 
(Pinsker, 1964) that 
I((X, Y); Z) = sup I(J?, ~; 2), (2.3) 
~x,~y,~z 
where ~x,  ~r ,  ~z  are partitions as above, ~, I7-, 2 are the corresponding 
approximations, and I(2~, I~; 2) is the ordinary discrete mutual information. 
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Now suppose that ~/is finite so that Y takes but a finite number of values. 
Define the random variable 
H(Y I 6gz) zx _~ p(y  = y ] ~z)  log P(Y = y I 6gz) (2.4a) 
yeq/ 
(where 0 log 0 = 0) and let the conditional entropy be 
H(Y [ Z) = EH(Y [ 6gz). (2.4b) 
The following lemma is well known in the discrete case, and is proved in 
Appendix B in the general case. 
LEMMA 2.1. When Y/ is" finite, 
z(Y; z) = H(Y) - H(YI z), (2.5) 
where H(Y) = --~uee/ P(Y = Y) log P(Y = y) is the ordinary entropy of 2.. 
We are now ready to give our definition of conditional mutual information. 
The conditional mutual information between X, Y, given Z is 
Nl~q 
P(AiBj J Gtz) 
I(X; Y ] Z) zx sup E • Z P(AcBj I ~z) -log P(Ai I 6gz) P(B~ ] ~z) ' (2.6a) 
~x,~Y i=i j=l 
where ~x ---= {Ai}, ~r = {B~-} are partitions, as above. As always, logarithms 
are taken to the base 2, and 0 log 0 = 0. Therefore (2.6a) can be written as 
I(X; Y I Z) = sup EI(2; Y I ~z) 
~x,~y 
= sup I (2;  !?[ Z), (2.6b) 
~x,~r 
where 2 ,  I7- correspond to ~x,  ~r ,  respectively. 
It is easy to show (Gallager, 1968, Sect. 2.5) that if 2 '  corresponds to a 
refinement ~ 'x  of the partition ~x (where the elements o f~ '  x are also members 
of 6gx) , then 
I(2'; ?) ~> z(X; ~), 
(2.7) 
I(X', I?; Z) >~ I (2,  I~; ~), 
and 
I(2'; P t2) >~ I(2; ~X 2). 
Thus the suprema in (2.2), (2.3), and (2.6) can be thought of as being taken with 
respect to limits of appropriate sequences of finer and finer partitions. It follows 
that I(X; Y)=sUP~xI(2 , Y);I(X, Y; Z) = sUP~x/(2 , Y; Z); I(X; Y I Z) = 
sup~ x1(2; Y] Z), etc. 
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Let us also remark that it follows immediately from (2.6) that when f ,  ~/are 
finite, 
I(X; Y I Z) = H(Y  I Z) -- n (Y  l XZ), (2.8) 
where H(Y[ Z) and H(Y IXZ ) are defined by (2.4). 
3. PROPERTIES OF CONDITIONAL INFORMATION 
LEMMA 3.1. I(X; Y I Z) >~ O, with equality if and only if X, Z, Y is a chain. 
Proof. That I(X; Y IZ) >/0 follows from (2.6b) and the fact that for all 
partitions #x ,  ~Y, the corresponding 1(2; I 7 [ C/z) >/0, a.s. Now suppose that 
X, Z, Y is a chain. It follows that for any pair ~x ,  #r ,  the corresponding )~, 
Z, I~ is also a chain. Thus 1(2; I2 1 C/z) = 0, a.s., and from (2.6b), I(X; YIZ) = O. 
On the other hand, if I(X; Y [ Z) -~ 0, then for all ~x ,  ~r ,  I(X; 17 [ C/z) = 0, 
a.s. This occurs only if for all i, j, 
P(&Ba l C/z) = P(& 1C/z) P(Ba I C/z), a.s. (3.1) 
Now let A~C/x,  B~C/y be arbitrary, and set ~x  = {d, /2- -  A}, ~r  = 
{B,/2 -- B}. Then from (3.1), 
P(AB l C/z) = P(A [ C/z) P(B [ C/z), a.s.; 
thatis, X,Z, Y is a chain (see (2.1)). I 
The following lemma is well known in the 
Kolmogorov's formula by Pinsker. 
LEMMA 3.2. For arbitrary X, Y, Z, 
discrete case and is called 
I(X, Z; Y) = I(Z; Y) + I(X; Y[ Z). (3.2) 
Proof. Let )~, I 7 correspond to arbitrary partitions ~x ,  ~Y as above. Then 
from Lemma 2.1, 
1(17; Z) = H(:F) -- H(I? I Z), (3.3) 
and from (2.8), 
1(~; 17[ Z) = H(I~I Z) -- H(~]  ~,  Z). 
Adding (3.3) to (3.4) yields, on applying Lemma 2.1 again, 
1(17; z) + i(2; 171 z) = H(I ~) -- H(171 2, z) 
= 1(2, z; 17). 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Now, taking the supremum of both sides of (3.5) with respect to all partitions P,r , 
Ply , and making use of the observation concerning refinements of partitions 
which follows (2.7), we have 
I(Y; 2) + I(x; Y ] 2) = I(X, 2; Y). 1 (3.6) 
Lemma 3.2 has a generalization which we state as 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (Q, GZ, P,,) be a probability space and let Vi: Sz -+ %$ 
(i = 1,2, 3, 4) b e arbitrary measurable mappings. Then 
I(~,;~,,~,I~*)=I(~,;~~/~,)+I~~,~~,l~,~~,) (3.7) 
Proof. Let QL!~ be the sub-u-algebra induced by U, . Let 5 = {Ai}; C 6Y’ 
be a partition of Sz. Let or be the discrete approximation corresponding to B 
as above, i.e., 
U,(w) = i, for w E A, , 1 < i Q A? 
Then making repeated use of Lemma 3.2, 
Note that the first equality in (3.8) is not indeterminate since I(#r ; U,) < co. 
Taking the supremum of the first and last members of (3.8) and again using the 
observation about refinements of partitions which follows (2.7), we obtain 
(3.7). I 
Our final task is to establish the data-processing theorem. We state this result 
in a slightly more general setting than usual. 
THEOREM 3.4 (Data processing). Let Vi: Q -+ S?J~ (i = 1,2, 3, 4) be arbitrary 
measurable mappings as above, such that 
Then 
lJ, , (U, , U,), U, is a chain. (3.9) 
4 Ul ; u2 I u,> 3 w-4 ; u, I u,> 
with equality if and only if 
(3.10) 
wJl;uzlu,,u*)=o. (3.11) 
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From Lemma 3.3, 
I(U~ ; U~U~ U,) = I(U~ ; U~ U,) + i(U~ ; U~ I U~, U,) 
I (V  1; U2U s V,) = I(UI ; U s U,) + I(U~ ; U~ [ Us,U,). (3.12) 
implies Subtracting both expressions in (3.12) and using (3.9) which 
I(U1 ; Ua I U~U4) = 0, we have proved the theorem. | 
The usual form of the data-processing theorem is that if U 1 , U~, U 8 is a chain 
I(U~ ; U~) >/I(U~ ; U~). (3.13) 
This follows from Theorem 3.4 when U 4 is constant. 
APPENDIX  A: EQUIVALENCE TO DOBRUSHIN'S DEFINITION 
We show here the equivalence of the definition of conditional information 
I(X; Y ]Z)  given in (2.6) and Dobrushin's (1959) definition I9(X; Y IZ) 
also given in Pinsker (1964, p. 29) when the latter quantity is defined. Since 
Kolmogorov's formula (Lemma 3.2) holds for our conditional information and I9 
(see Eq. (3.6.3) in Pinsker), we note that when Y takes but a finite number of 
values, 
I(X; Y[ Z) = ID(X; Y I Z) 
-~ I(XZ; Y) -- I(Z; Y), (A1) 
which is not indeterminate since I(Z; Y) < oo. Since both I(X; Y I Z) and 
ID(X; Y IZ) can be approximated arbitrarily closely by I(X; 17[Z) and 
ID(X; 171Z), respectively, where I 7 takes but a finite number of values, the 
assertion is verified. 
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1 
We begin with some comments concerning relative ntropy. Let (g2, 5)  be a 
measurable space and let P(-) and Q(') be arbitrary probability measures on 0/ 
Let ~ = {A~} _C ~ be an arbitrary finite partition of f2. The relative entropy 
of the measure P with respect to Q is 
, P(A~) (B1) Ho(P ) zx sup ~ P(_//,) io n Q(Ai~, 
where as usual logarithms are taken to the base 2, and 0 log 0 ~ 0. A theorem 
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of Gelfand, Yaglom, and Perez (see Pinsker, 1964, Eq. (2.4.7), p. 20) states that 
if P ~ Q, then 
dP 
Ho(P ) = f (log ~-Q) dP, (B2) 
where dP/d 0 is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P with respect o Q. We are 
now ready to begin the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
Let (£2, (7{, P) be a probability space. Let 
Y: f2---~ ~/= (1, 2,...,N}, N< co, 
Z: £2 --~ 2Y, an arbitrary measurable space. 
Let C/z _C C/be the sub-a-field induced by Z. I (Y;  Z) and H(Y]  Z) are defined 
by (2.2) and (2.4), respectively. We must show that 
I (Y;  Z) = H(Y)  --  H(Y  1 Z). (B3) 
To do this, define the probability measure Pi on C/z by 
P(Y  = i, A) 
Pi(A) -- p (y  = i) ' A c c/z . (B4) 
Note that with no loss of generality, we can take P(Y = i) > 0. Now let Pz 
be the probability measure P restricted to C/z. Thus (g2, C/z, Pz) is a probability 
space. We claim that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Pi with respect to Pz is 
dPi ~ P (Y  = i !_~i~)(w ) ~ gi(oj). (B5) 
dPz ] (oJ) = p( r  _ = 
To do this we must show that 
(i) gi is C/z-measurable. 
(ii) For all A ~ C/z, 
fA g~(~o) dPz(oJ) = Pi(A). 
Now (i) follows from the fact that P(Y  = i ] C/z) is C/z-measurable. To verify (ii), 
write 
/ ,  1 / ,  
JA gi(m) dPz(~) -- p (y  = i) JA P (Y  -~ i[ C/z) dPz 
_ P (Y  = i, A )  
P(Y  : i) -- Pi(A), 
so that (B5) holds. 
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From (B2), the relative entropy 
dPi ] ( d -  / dPi , dPi Hpg(Pi) = f q (log dPz ] dP, = j9 l~z ( -~z  log d-ff~z ) 
-~ fo [g,(w) log gi(co)] aP z 
= E[gi log gi], 
(B6) 
where the expectation E is with respect o (.(2, 6~, P). Equation (B6) implies that 
N 
P(Y  = i) Hpz(P~) : ~ P(Y  = i) E(g i loggy) 
i=1 i 
= E~ P(Y  = i)g i loggi 
i 
, P (Y=i l6~z)  
----- E Z P(Y  = i[ C/z) log-- -p(y _~ i)-~ 
i 
(B7) 
-~ H(Y) q- E ~ P(Y  = i ] ~z)  log P(Y  = i] 6~z) 
i 
-~ H(Y) -- H(Y  J Z), 
where we have used the definitions ofgi in (B5) and of H(Y [ Z) in (2.4). 
We complete the proof of (B3) by showing that the left member of (B7) is also 
equal to I(Y; Z). To do this, let ~z  : {-//k} _C 6~' z be a finite partition, and let 
be the corresponding approximation to Z. Then 
I(Z; Y) ~ P(Y i, Z k)" P(Y = i, Z = k) 
= = = mgp(y=i )  p (2=k)  i ,k  
P(Y = i, Ak) 
= E P(Y  = i) n~(Ak) log p( r  = i) P(Ak) 
i . k  
P~(A~) (B8) 
= Z P(Y  ---- i) Pi(Ak) log Pz(Ae) 
i,lc 
= ~ P(Y  ---- i) Pi(A~) log Pz(AI~) 1" 
i 
Taking the suprema of both sides of (B8), and invoking the definitions of (2.2) 
and (B1), yields 
I(Z; Y) = ~ P(Y = i) Hpz(P, ), 
i 
completing the proof. 
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